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ABSTRACT

For robust speech recognition in noisy environments, var-

ious methods have been studied. In this paper, we apply

parallel model combination (PMC) for segmental unit in-

put HMM to recognize corrupted speech in additive noise.

Since several successive frames are combined and treated

as an input vector in segmental unit input modeling, the

increased dimension of vector degrades the precision in es-

timating covariance matrices. Therefore Karhunen-Loeve

expansion or LDA is used to reduce the dimension. Thus

the inverse transformation of segmental statistics to cepstral

domain is needed and correlations between frames have to

be taken into account. We expanded the original PMC to

segmental unit input HMM. Experimental results showed

PMC for segmental unit input HMM proposed here gives

better recognition performance than the original PMC.

1. INTRODUCTION

In practical speech recognition systems, the robustness for

noisy speech is needed. Many researchers have been studied

about this topic and many approaches have been proposed.

These are roughly classi�ed into several categories: robust

feature parameters[1, 2], feature compensation[3, 4, 5] and

model compensation methods[6, 7]. Among the model com-

pensation methods, parallel model combination (PMC)[8]

technique has been shown the e�ectiveness for noisy speech

recognition.

On the other hands, we proposed a segmental unit input

HMM for capturing the speech dynamics[9] and applied it

to noisy speech recognition[10]. By using a segment, robust-

ness in noisy speech recognition is expected because the cor-

relation between frames is considered and dynamic features

are also incorporated to feature parameters. Experimental

results showed that the segmental unit input HMM trained

with noisy speech gave better recognition performance in a

noisy environment than frame-based HMM[10]. From this

result, we thought that HMM composition of segmental unit

input HMM might be e�ective if it could be implemented.

This paper describes about implementation of PMC of

segmental unit input HMM and shows experimental results

compared with the original PMC technique.

2. PARALLEL MODEL COMBINATION

The procedure of original PMC is described as follows

briey[8]:

1. Gaussian cepstral means and covariances of speech

HMMs and noise HMM are transformed to log spec-

tral domain by DCT:

�(log S) = C�(cep S); (1)

�(log S) = C�(cep S)C
T
; (2)

where C is DCT matrix, �(cep S);�(cep S) are mean

and covariance matrix of speech HMMs in cepstral do-

main and �(log S);�(log S) are mean and covariance

matrix in log-spectral domain, respectively.

2. Transformed parameters are transformed again to lin-

ear spectral domain:

�(lin S);i = exp

�
�(log S);i +

�
2
(log S);ii

2

�
; (3)

�
2
(lin S);ij = �(lin S);i�(lin S);jfexp(�

2
(log S);ij)� 1g;

(4)

where �(lin S);�(lin S) are mean and covariance matrix

in linear-spectral domain, respectively.

3. Composition of speech HMMs and noise HMM is car-

ried out:

�(lin SN) = �(lin S) + k�(lin N); (5)

�(lin SN) = �(lin S) + k
2�(lin N); (6)

where �(lin N);�(lin N); �(lin SN);�(lin SN) are mean

and covariance matrix of noise or compensated HMMs

in linear-spectral domain, respectively, and k is a gain

factor.
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4. Their parameters are inverse-transformed to log-

spectral domain:

�(log SN);i = log �(lin SN);i

�
1

2
log

�
�
2
(lin SN);ii

�(lin SN);i�(lin SN);i

+ 1

�
; (7)

�
2
(log SN);ij = log

�
�
2
(lin SN);ij

�(lin SN);i�(lin SN);j

+ 1

�
; (8)

5. And inverse-transformed to cepstral domain.

�(cep SN) = C
�1
�(log SN); (9)

�(cep SN) = C
�1
�(log SN)(C

�1
)
T
; (10)

6. Recognition is performed.

3. PMC OF SEGMENTAL UNIT INPUT HMM

3.1. Segmental Unit Input HMM

Given an input time sequence y = y1y2 � � � yT (T is input

length) and a state sequence x = x1x2 � � �xT , for the prob-

ability of y from output probability computational formu-

lation of HMM, following expressions are derived[9]:

P (y1 � � � yT )

=
X
x

P (y1y2 � � � yT ; x1x2 � � �xT )

=
X
x

P (y1y2 � � � yT jx1x2 � � �xT )P (x1x2 � � �xT )

=
X
x

Y
i

P (yijy1y2 � � � yi�2yi�1; x1x2 � � �xi�1xi)

�P (xijx1x2 � � �xi�1)

�

X
x

Y
i

P (yijyi�3yi�2yi�1; xi�1xi)P (xijxi�1)

(11)

=
X
x

Y
i

P (yi�3yi�2yi�1yijxi�1xi)

P (yi�3yi�2yi�1jxi�1xi)
P (xijxi�1)

(12)

�

X
x

Y
i

P (yi�1yijxi�1xi)

P (yi�1jxi�1xi)
P (xijxi�1) (13)

=
X
x

Y
i

P (yijyi�1; xi�1xi)P (xijxi�1) (14)

�

X
x

Y
i

P (yijxi�1xi)P (xijxi�1); (15)

where Eqs.(11)(12) de�ne conditional density HMM of 4-

frame width, and Eqs.(13)(14) de�ne conditional density

HMM of 2-frame width. Eq.(15) is traditional standard

HMM.

On the other hand, Eqs.(12) can be approximately re-

written as:

Eq.(12)

�

X
x

Y
i

P (yi�3yi�2yi�1yijxi�1xi)P (xijxi�1):

This equation de�nes the segmental unit input HMM of

4-frame width[9]. By using segment of several combined

frames, the segmental unit input HMMs can treat both

static and dynamic features.

When using the segmental unit input HMM where sev-

eral successive frames are given as one input vector, since

the dimension of vector increases, it results in decreasing

the precision in the estimation of covariance matrices. In

order to solve this problem, Karhunen-Loeve expansion (K-

L expansion) or linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used

to reduce the dimension. We used K-L expansion.

3.2. PMC of Segmental Unit Input HMM

In HMM composition of segmental unit input HMM, since

K-L expansion or LDA is used, the inverse K-L transfor-

mation of segmental statistics to cepstral domain is needed.

Fig.1 illustrates an example of 4-frame segment. In this

case, �(cep S), that is inverse transformation of �(kl S), and

�(cep S), that is also inverse transformation of �(kl S), can

be treated in the same way of the original PMC (because

diagonal blocks are explicitly intra-frame covariance ma-

trices), but there is a problem that how to treat the other

blocks, that is inter-frame covariances, of �(cep S). Here, in-

verse K-L transformed covariance matrices are divided into

frame level blocks and DCT is carried out to the each block

like as diagonal blocks. If a segment consists of N -frame

vectors and the frame vector consists of d coe�cients, then

the mean has N cepstral vectors (each vector has d coe�-

cients) and the covariance matrix consists of N�N cepstral

covariance blocks (each block is d� d matrix). So we mod-

i�ed the procedure as follows:

0. Gaussian means and covariances of speech HMMs and

noise HMM are transformed by inverse K-L transfor-

mation:

�(cep S) = B
�1
�(kl S); (16)

�(cep S) = B
�1
�(kl S)(B

�1
)
T
; (17)

where �(kl S);�(kl S) are mean and covariance matrix

of speech HMMs, respectively, and B is K-L transfor-

mation matrix.

1. Gaussian cepstral means and covariances of speech

HMMs and noise HMM in each block are transformed
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Figure 1. Inverse K-L transformation of mean and
covariance matrix

by DCT:

�(log S)n = C�(cep S)n; (18)

�(log S)nm = C�(cep S)nmC
T
; (19)

where �(cep S) = f�
T

(cep S)ng
T
;

�(cep S) =
�
�(cep S)nm

�
(n;m = 1; . . . ; N).

2. { 4. are same as the original PMC.

5. The parameters are transformed inverse to cepstral do-

main:

�(cep SN)n = C
�1
�(log SN)n; (20)

�(cep SN)nm = C
�1
�(log SN)nm(C

�1
)
T

(21)

6. K-L transform is performed.

�(kl SN) = B�(cep SN); (22)

�(kl SN) = B�(cep SN)B
T
: (23)

7. Recognition is performed.

4. RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Speech Database and HMM

In experiments, continuous density output distribution

HMMs with 5 states (4 output with 16 mixture diagonal

Table 1. Speech analysis condition
sampling frequency 12kHz

preemphasis 1� 0:98z�1

Hamming window width 21:33ms(256 points)

frame period 8ms(96 points)

Gaussian distribution per state) having duration control are

used. They were trained by syllable-segmented data from

ATR speech database (6 male speakers). After that, they

were retrained by MAP estimation[11] by using database of

Acoustic Society of Japan (30 male speakers). These mod-

els are called \Clean Model". The number of syllables used

as recognition unit was 113.

The acoustic analysis conditions are shown in Table 1. 14

dimensional FFT cepstrum coe�cients are used as speech

feature parameters for a frame. Segments consist of succes-

sive 4 frames and their dimension are reduced to 20.

As testing data, a noisy speech database was pro-

duced by adding noise to clean speech data at speci�ed

SNR(0,10,20dB). 104 sentences of \Sightseeing Guide Task

around Mt. Fuji" uttered by each of other 6 male speakers

and recorded in recording room were used as clean speech

data. Noise of automobile cabin and exhibition booth noise

are used as environmental noise[12] and white noise is also

used.

Noise HMM for PMC is composed of one state and one

mixture per state. Furthermore, noisy environment HMMs

are also trained with noise corrupted speech data(adding

noise to clean speech data described above at 10dB SNR

only). These models are called \Noise Model".

Syllable recognition rate in continuous speech without

language model is used as a performance measure.

4.2. Experimental Results

Continuous syllable recognition experiments were carried

out on speaker-independent mode to compare original PMC

and proposed method.

Tables 2,3,4 show the experimental results of white noise,

noise of automobile cabin and noise of exhibition hall, re-

spectively, where \Frame" denotes use of frame-based (tra-

ditional) HMM and \Seg" denotes use of segmental unit

input HMM.

As can be seen from tables, the recognition performance

is seriously degraded with clean speech HMMs when SNR

becomes worse. In the case of segmental unit input HMM,

the performance is better than frame-based model, but is

absolutely worse. Using the models trained with corrupted

speech, the recognition performance signi�cantly improved.



Table 2. Continuous syllable recognition rate in
white noise: no language model, average of 6 speak-
ers, %Correct

METHOD 0dB 10dB 20dB clean

Frame 3.2 7.1 17.8 44.8
Clean Model

Seg 8.6 11.0 20.9 55.7

Frame 12.3 28.6 23.6 32.3
Noise Model

Seg 16.3 36.1 28.5 47.2

Frame 18.4 28.9 40.6 |
PMC

Seg 22.4 32.6 45.8 |

Table 3. Continuous syllable recognition rate in
noise of automobile cabin: no language model, av-
erage of 6 speakers, %Correct

METHOD 0dB 10dB 20dB clean

Frame 25.8 37.6 43.4 44.8
Clean Model

Seg 28.9 43.6 53.3 55.7

Frame 35.1 41.8 43.6 43.1
Noise Model

Seg 46.3 56.7 57.3 55.4

Frame 39.9 43.7 44.6 |
PMC

Seg 40.6 54.6 56.3 |

However these models are impractical because of training

cost. Also in this case, segmental unit input HMMs are bet-

ter recognition performance than frame-based HMMs. And

experimental results showed that the proposed method is

outperformed the original PMC in almost of various condi-

tions. In a case of the noise of exhibition hall, however, the

recognition performance was degraded with the proposed

method. We think this degradation was caused because

many human speech included in the noise of exhibition hall

was enhanced by using segment.

5. CONCLUSION

In order to improve the accuracy of speech recognition

in noisy environments, we proposed and implemented the

PMC of segmental unit input HMM to noisy speech recog-

nition. Experimental results showed in almost all cases bet-

ter recognition rates for the PMC of segmental unit input

HMM than for the original PMC method in various noise

at various SNR.
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